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• Value engineering

• The application of a value methodology to a 
planned or conceptual project or service to 
achieve value improvement. 

• Value management 

• The application of a value methodology by an 
organization to achieve strategic value 
improvement.
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• Factors to be considered in a value study

• Cost 

• Cost is the price paid or to be paid. Cost is a 
relatively simple concept since it is always 
comprised of the following:

• Cost of production labor. 

• Cost of plant or production machinery.

• Cost of raw materials or components. 
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• Worth 
• Worth is defined by North American value engineers as 

the least cost to perform the required function or the 
solution that will deliver the required function at the 
least cost. 

• This is a useful concept as it draws a distinction 
between pure utility cost and actual cost.

• For example, a varnished hardwood veneered, 
hardwood lipped, fire-resisting door may cost £300. 
However, a simple, flush faced, fire-resisting door blank 
may cost £80. The functions of the door are as follows:

• Access space.
• Secure space. 
• Control access.
• Resist fire. 
• Enhance aesthetic.
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• Function 
• An area of consistent agreement within early and 

subsequent VM/VE literature is the requirement 
for the processing of information to determine 
the utility of a component, system, element, 
product, building or infrastructure facility in 
simple, clear functional terms.

• North American practice evolved a tradition that 
functions should be recognized in a simple verb 
plus noun form. This tradition has spread and is 
still captured in current standards and guidance 
notes, although the strict two-word definition of 
function is less strictly adhered to by most VM/VE 
practitioners.
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• The primary function of a hospital can be 
encapsulated in:

• Organize diagnosis. 
• Treat patient.
• Heal patient.
The primary function of a wall can be described as:
• Support load. 
• Divide space. 
• Secure space
• Insulate space.
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• Value Whereas cost and worth are objective and 
measureable, and functions are objective and 
normative, value is a subjective concept 
describing the interest or importance that 
something holds for a person, stakeholders, or an 
organization.

• However, for value to be managed the concept of 
value must be assessable and that assessment 
must be capable of repeatable objective or 
subjective evaluation. 
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• The most popular statements in terms of value 
are:

• That value can be determined by analyzing the 
relationship between time, cost and quality. 

• Value can be represented by the expression
• value = function/cost
• It should be noted that the expression is not a 

true mathematical expression but an accurate 
representation of the units of function that can 
be obtained for a unit of cost
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• Teams
• Value management/value engineering literature 

is consistent in its description of the 
requirements for using a multidisciplinary team 
and its leadership in a value study

• The proper facilitation of a team is a fundamental 
critical success factor in the application of VM/VE 
a value study workshop.

• value engineering studies are technical in nature 
and reactively focused on the improvement of a 
product or design 
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Value Study Styles

• A value study is a discrete intervention during the 
inception, evolution, development and delivery of a 
project. It comprises all activities necessary to ensure 
that the project will use the least amount of resources 
in delivering the required functional benefits whilst 
requiring the minimum sacrifices to be made. 

• The activities comprising the value study fall within 
three generic phases:

• Orientation and Diagnostics 

• Value Workshop 

• Implementation
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• Value studies in the form of value management (VM) 
or value engineering (VE) can happen at any point 
during the project but typically occur at:
– Strategic briefing – project planning and business 

definition. 
– Project briefing – performance specification and the 

establishment of systems. 
– Concept design – the technical expression of the project 

brief. 
– Detailed design.
– Specialist design of the component parts of the project. 

Operations, manufacture and/or construction.
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The three generic phases of a value 
study

• Orientation and Diagnostics phase , where the VSL 
(Value Stream Leader) orientates himself/herself to the 
value problem or challenge, and through a review of 
documentation and perhaps interviews or meetings 
with key stakeholders will determine the underlying 
value issues to be addressed and resolved.

• Value Work shop Phase , involving analysis, synthesis, 
solution building or option development phase.

• Implementation phase , where options and solutions 
are taken forward into implementation.
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• The value engineering workshop 
• The value engineering workshop will focus on the function/cost 

review of all or selected elements of the project. 
• The agenda may include the following:
• 1. Review of the project mission, value system and criteria to 

determine project success. 
• 2. Review of the concept design, project timeline and cost plan. 
• 3. SWOT on the sketch design (Strengths, Opportunities, 

Weaknesses and Threats analysis). 
• 4. Highlight elements which appear on a prima facie basis to 

offer poor value. 
• 5. For all selected elements undertake function listing.
• 6. For all selected elements undertake whole life costing and 

benchmarking against other projects (Some of this work may 
have already been carried out and is examined during the 
workshop). 
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• 7. Identify elements that are proved in point 6 to 
offer poor value based on function/ cost analysis. 

• 8. Brainstorm alternative technical solutions to 
meet the element functions identified. 

• 9. Evaluation of solution list and selection of 
preferred options. 

• 10. Whole life costing of preferred options and 
selection of an option that meets function at 
least whole life cost. 

• 11. Action plan for design implementation.
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Case study - Crown Court project
• Project description including stage and program

• The value study was commissioned by the 
client’s estates group as a value engineering 
exercise. 

• The project was to bring together the Crown 
Courts that were currently dispersed  
throughout an area in to a single building 
centrally located. The value study examined the 
existing design in detail. The project design was 
at Final Sketch Design Stage, now Developed 
Design RIBA 2013. 
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• The driver for the value study was the need to 
fulfill the client’s project procedural requirement 
for such a study at the stage the design had 
reached. The value study spanned a total of 3 
weeks. 

• One week for the Orientation and Diagnostics 
phase,1week for the Value Workshop phase and 
1week for the Implementation phase. 

• The value driver for the project was to obtain 
efficiencies by consolidating the administration of 
justice into one location from the four currently 
in operation.
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• The design of the study

• The value study was based on a three phase 
approach. 

• The Orientation and Diagnostics phase 
included interviews with the client’s project 
sponsor and the project design team. 

• During the interviews drawings and 
documented information was obtained by the 
VSLs, who subsequently prepared an agenda 
for the Value Workshop phase.
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• The value study was designed to examine the project’s 
elements and components, included in the final sketch 
design, in function terms to ensure that the design 
delivered the client’s requirements for the project 
without unnecessary cost. The 3-day residential 
workshop agenda was as follows:

• Day1

• Examination of key issues impacting the project.  
Establish project drivers. 

• Determine the relative position of time, cost and 
quality for the project. 

• Project task and function diagram. 

• Creation of a list of functions that the elements and 
components in the project needed to perform.
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• Day 2
• Small working groups to review elements and 

components included in the design against 
functional requirements, with ideas for change 
created during the working group discussions.

• Sorting the ideas created using function criteria 
into ones to be developed in the value proposals.

• Day 3 
• Development of ideas into proposals for change 

and prepare presentations.
• Presentation of the proposals for change to 

senior managers from the client.
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• Value workshop Phaze
• The value team of 12 personnel comprised 2 

VSLs, 1 Project Sponsor, 1 project manager, and 8 
design team members. The first day of the 
workshop examined the strategic issues 
impacting the project. 

• Project drivers were established together with an 
examination of time, cost and quality.

• A function diagram was generated for the project 
and the functions required of the elements were 
established. The second day of the workshop 
comprised a detailed study of the elements and 
components included in the final sketch design
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• The third day of the workshop started with some ideas 
being discounted following the development work that 
had already been undertaken. 

• The surviving ideas were developed into proposals for 
change. The value team presented the developed 
proposals to senior members of the client estates 
organization.

• The Implementation phase of the value study involved 
the production of a report.

• The report contained a description of the value study 
process, a list of proposals to be considered for 
implementation and an Action Plan, which indicated 
the person and timescale involved in taking each 
proposal forward.
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• The use of function analysis
• Function analysis was used to determine the 

client’s purpose for the project. 
• As part of the element/component analysis the 

team created the function requirement for each 
element in each user space to which the designed 
component solution was compared. 

• This method was used to identify function 
mismatches and was also used to create 
alternatives to the designed components. 

• These alternatives were assessed in relation to 
the detailed functional requirement prior to their 
development into proposals.
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• Value team: Stakeholder management and team 
dynamics

• A team of two VSL s managed the value study and 
workshop. This approach enabled a sharp focus 
on important issues to be maintained, delivering 
time efficiencies, particularly during the two 
parallel working group sessions on the user space 
and enveloping component analysis. 

• The VSLs needed to adapt to the changing 
workshop circumstances and adjust the 
workshop agenda and the team working sessions 
to suit the emerging situation.
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• The outcomes of the value study
• The outcome of the value study was a report that listed 

four differing types of outcome. 
• First, detailed technical component proposals initially 

worked up at the workshop. These proposals did not 
affect the functional needs of the project and amountd
to a saving of 7.5% of the estimated construction cost. 
Considering that a value study had already been 
conducted at an earlier design stage this was a 
significant saving at this stage in the design process. 

• Second, proposals that required more time to develop 
outside of the timeframe of the workshop to establish 
their worth. 

• Third, proposals for project management change which 
would benefit the efficient delivery of the project, and 
fourth, proposals of a more strategic nature for the 
client to consider in future court projects.
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• The benefits of the value study

• The value engineering study, carried out late 
in the design stage, through the application of 
tools and techniques used, enabled a large 
number of detailed proposals to be generated 
to produce savings without compromising the 
functional requirements of the project.

• The approach kept the client’s value system at 
the forefront in the study.
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• Lessons learnt
• The key lesson learnt from this value study was as 

follows:
• The advantage of having two VSLs at the 

workshop enabled more work to be produced in 
the time available. The non-confrontational 
approach adopted by the VSLs ensured that the 
closely knit client and design team embraced the 
value engineering process fully. 

• The proposals made by the project design team 
could be readily implemented into the project.
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VALUE ENGINEERING EXAMPLE

1) Identify the element

Ext. wall

2) List of function

Function %

a) Enclose the space 50

b) Control ventilation 5

c) Provide light 5

d) Reduce Energy 15

e) Extend view 5

f) Improve (Affect) appearance 20

100

Owner has to decide
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3) List of components

Comp. Cost ($)

Steel stud wall 250

Ext. siding 300

Int Gyp 125

Insulation 75

Int finish 50

Insul. Window (fixed) 500

Insul. Window (openable) 300

$1600

4) Analysis of component’s functions

Comp. Funct. Relative Worth (%)

Steel stud Enclose space 100

Ext. side Enclose space 50

Affect appearnace 20

Reduce energy 30
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In. Gyp Enclose space 70

Reduce energy 30

Fixed window Enclose space 10

Reduce Energy 10

Provide light 30

Affect appearance 10

Extend view 40

Insulation Reduce Energy 100

Int. Finish Affect appearance 100

Openable window Control ventilation 40

Provide light 16

Extend view 20

Affect appearance 10

Reduce energy 5

Enclose space 9
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5) Function of Building Elements

Comp. Cost (Re-worth X cost)

Enclose space Steel tuds 1.00 X 250 = 250

Ext. siding 0.50 X 300 = 150

Int. siding 0.7 X 125 = 88

Fixed window 0.1 X 500 = 50

Openable window 0.09 X 300 = 27

565

Reduce Energy Ext. side 0.3 X 300 = 90

Int. Gyp 0.3 X 125 = 37

Ins. 1.0 X 75 = 75

Fixed window 0.1 X 500 = 50

Open window 0.05 X 300 = 15

267

Control vent. Open window 0.4 X 300 = 120

120
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Provide light Fixed window 0.3 X 500 = 150

Open window 0.16 X 300 = 48

198

Affect appearance Ext. side 0.2 X 300 = 60

Int. finish 1.0 X 50 = 50

Fixed window 0.1 X 500 = 50

Open window 0.1 X 300 = 30

190

$ 1600

Extend view Fixed window 0.4 X 500 = 200

Open window 0.2 X 300 = 60

260
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5) Function of Building Elements

Estimated costRelative worthFunction of bldg. element

565    Or 35%0.5 * 1600 = 800a) Enclose space (50%)

120     Or 8%0.15 * 1600 = 240b) Control vent. (15%)

198     Or 12%0.05 * 1600 = 80c) Provide light (5%)

267     Or 17%0.05 * 1600 = 80d) Reduce Energy (5%)

260     Or 16%0.05 * 1600 = 80e) Extend view (5%)

190     Or 12%0.20 * 1600 = 320f) Affect appearance (20%)

1600
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